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Greetings to everyone,
Hope you are ready and equipped for apparently the heaviest rodent activity we have had for some years.

I would firstly like to welcome David Warrick on the team. David has taken
over as Executive Secretary from 1 May and is contactable on the usual
channels. I also want to thank everyone who notified me about the problems we experienced with transfer of the 0800 number. We do apologies
for any inconvenience. This has now all up and running again.
It was great to catch up with members at the Garrards Roadshow in Wellington. While I was there Phil Sayer and I had a meeting with EPA and
WorkSafe to discuss the current legislation around VTA signs, which we detailed in our December 2018 newsletter. It has never been enforced, but
this has recently been highlighted by WorkSafe for the UPM industry to now
comply. Whilst we did get some exemptions agreed with WorkSafe for gated premise; we hope to get further dispensation from them for UPM use by
only having to have labeled bait stations rather than big signs at every entry
point of a building. We have lobbied them about this and will keep you inform you of the outcome.
In addition, WorkSafe appear to be doing their rounds checking to make
sure Pest Controllers are complying with the regulations. Remaining compliant with regulations is crucial to the success of every Pest Management
business, whether big or small. Failing to adhere to these ever-changing
laws can result in a damaged reputation and significant financial loss from
potential fines and or lawsuits. This is also a reminder to make sure your
public liability insurance is up to date.
As in many industries, it’s a tough time for pest management companies to
find qualified and skilled employees. The challenge only multiplies for small
companies without a human resources person devoted to the task. Unfortunately this does not excuse us from complying with the government regulations and compliances.
Many of our employees need to have, not only drivers licenses, since they
are driving company vehicles, but also clean driving records and a clear
criminal record, since they are entering customers homes and businesses.
They also need to have the appropriate pest credentials and need to be investing in continued education in the industry, as this is a requirement by
WorkSafe.
Continues on page 2

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
David Warrick
info@pmanz.nz
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The road shows and training by various supplies have become more and more valuable as these are accepted as part of the on going training requirements needed. When you examine all this together, it is
clear that the industry requires a skilled person. Someone who is safety-conscious and not bothered by
working around pests. Finding that combination has become increasingly difficult.
Finally, the conference is just around the corner, registration is open and seats are filling up fast. So, if
you have not registered yet, there is no better time than the present—details below. We have some
great speakers and a useful gift for members. Please attend and enjoy.
Regrettably, I will not be attending the conference as I have a family wedding in Africa.

Best wishes

Sandra Charlton

Have you registered yet?
Do so before the end of June to go into the prize draw for an all
expenses trip for two, to either the Rapids or AEPMA conference
on the Gold Coast in 2020
Click here to download your registration form
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FROM THE EDITOR

Winter—Lake Tekapo, South Island
Delegate registrations are beginning to increase and
Sponsor/Exhibitor booths almost all filled. As I write we
have confirmed nine sponsor/exhibitors registrations
supporting the conference. Thank you all for your support.
You don’t want to miss this one. Dr. Bobby Corrigan is
in great demand for his rodent knowledge and work
around the world. It has taken us 3 years to get him
here to New Zealand. He has published over 160 technical articles in pest control and has authored or coauthored four textbooks and several book chapters. He
has lectured in 46 states and 12 countries around the
world.

Included in this issues are some good tips on mice traps
from Bobby’s book. See page 6 . Also don’t forget that
we have 150 of his books to give away - one for each
conference registration.
For full conference details go to the PMANZ website
and to download your registration form or click here
There is also some good discussion in our local news
about the Predator-Free 2050 project . Have a read.
Our updated Constitution will also be available on our
website from June for those wanting to read the rules.

Interestingly, he ran a pest control route in NYC for
Warm regards
three years to save money for his college education. He
holds an A.A.S degree in pest control (State University
of New York); a B.S (Urban and Industrial Pest Control)
from Purdue University, and his Masters and Ph.D.
Send all comments or suggestions to
degrees in rodent control also from Purdue.
Peter Barry on peter@pmanz.nz

Peter

Fair Use News Reporting
Articles provided in "What’s Buzzing" are drawn from a number of sources. The source of the material is always quoted,
either by author, publication and/or organization, in line with the practice of ‘Fair Use’ reporting of news or information for
PMANZ members and their ongoing education. The information contained in this newsletter is for member information only, and does not necessarily reflect the official views or opinions of the PMANZ Council and/or its members.
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New Insights into Rodent Behaviour

NPMA Research Project Provides New
Insights into Rodent Behaviour.

“Historically, rats have always been extremely
problematic in society as both carriers of disease
Scientists studied individual rats to
and threats to our property and food. Despite the
better understand rodent behaviour risks they present, rats are also one of the most
under-researched animals because they are so
using scent detection and RFIDuniquely adept at living in close contact with hutechnology.
mans, but remaining just out of sight,” said Jim
Fredericks, Ph.D., chief entomologist for the NaIn ground-breaking new research funded by tional Pest Management Association and staff liaithe National Pest Management Associason for the Pest Management Foundation. “We
tion’s Pest Management Foundation and
embarked on this research to learn more about
individual rat behaviour and to seek information to
with support from the Professional Pest
Management Alliance, scientists studied in- inform better rodent control methods for the professional pest control industry.”
dividual rats to better understand rodent

behaviour using scent detection and RFIDtechnology, better known as microchipping.
The group monitored how often a rat frequented
remote sensors and found certain odours to be
more attractive than others in luring rodents to a
trap or feeding station. The observed behaviour
and interactions also dispelled some long-thought
myths about cats as an effective means of rodent
control.

Key conclusions from the research include:
1.) Scent Detection
a. Male scents alone cause both female and male
rats to investigate, but then ultimately avoid an
area in the future.
b. Mixed male and female pheromones cause rats
to respond more favourably to the scent compared
to male-only scents.
c. Female-only pheromones are most attractive to
both male and female rats and elicit the strongest
response.

(CLICK HERE to watch a video report and footage.)
Article continues on next page
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2.) Cats and Rodent Control
a. Feral cats were observed over the course of a
five-month period and their presence was recorded more than 300 times by the cameras monitoring the research site and active rat colonies located nearby. In that timeframe, less than 1 percent
of the cat and rat encounters resulted in a rat being killed; despite, stalking behaviour being observed 20 times.
b. Rats are less likely to be seen on the day, of or
the day after, cats are present.
c. For every cat sighting observed, rats were nearly
20 percent more likely to move toward a shelter.
d. Although rats were less likely to be seen, the
feral cats had no observable long-term impact on
the rat population. The rats went into hiding but
came back later, determining that cats are not an
effective measure in rat control in urban settings.
Source: Quality Assurance and Food Safety
https://www.qualityassurancemag.com/article/npmaresearch-project-rodent-behavior-insights/

From Our Archives
Volume 4 Issue 3, August 2011

Eric Van Essen, President 2011-2013
“A pest is simply a plant or animal in the wrong place at the wrong time. This does
not means we have to take a "scorched earth" approach. Knowing the life cycle of
the pest and educating customers and their neighbours can be helpful and can improve your results and credibility. Mosquitoes, ants, flies and rodents are not just
the problem of your customer. This applies to domestic or commercial customers. If
there are breeding sites, larval habitat, nests, etc. off property, you may only be
able to give temporary respite as the adults of most pest species are in the mobile
and nuisance stages, but they will just keep coming if the source isn't dealt with.
This ends up with dissatisfaction of and loss of customers. Encouraging cooperation
between neighbouring properties can be a useful strategy and possibly lead to additional work”.
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Professional Snap-Trapping Techniques
Excerpts from Robert M Corrigan’s book entitled:

Rodent Control—A Practical Guide for Pest Management Professional
extracted with his permission - attend the conference and get his book free
Spacing 24 traps around a 2,000 square foot room's perimeter evenly every 10 feet may appear visually to both
the client and to the pest professional as "thorough coverage and protection" of the room. However, such installations make little sense if the majority of mouse activity is actually located in only a 300-square-foot corner
of the room behind clutter. In this case, it makes sense
to set all 24 traps in the high-activity area and perhaps
set only a few, or maybe no traps at all, in the other areas of the room. (Refer to the "Signs Not Space," discussion in Chapter 13.) Where there is a hole in the floor
used by the rodents, placing several traps in a semicircle 2 or 3 feet from the opening is most effective.

(Mice and Rats)

Snap traps can be highly effective tools, but their
use can be laborious and time con-suming, particularly if large populations must be eliminated. Thus,
trapping programs can be more costly when it
comes to labour costs for those accounts with severe infestations. Nevertheless, for commercial
mouse and rat trapping initials with moderate to
severe infestations, the following profes-sional
techniques are suggested:
1. Location, location, location. The most important
rule for the effective use of traps (and baits for that
matter) is good trap placement location based on
thorough inspections to determine the high-activity
areas of rodents. (Figure 10-3)

Article continues on page 8

2. Install many traps. For only a couple of mice in a residence, a dozen traps are not too many. For infestations
inside commercial accounts, a few cases of traps may be
nec-essary. For severe mouse infestations, traps should
be placed close together (approximately 6 feet) in double sets in areas of high activity. About 1.0in/2.5cm of
space should separate the two traps. Such double sets
help capture those rodents that attempt to jump over
traps, a very common occurrence.
3. Overkill the program early. During rat and mouse
trapping programs, more rodents are trapped on the
first night than on any other night. After three or four
nights of trapping, the catch may drop to zero. For this
reason, it is essential to distribute a large number of
traps initially. In commercial accounts, this may range
from 20 to 100 traps, depending upon the degree of infestation and the facilities for locating the traps.
Figure 10-3. (right)
Rodent traps are
most effective
when installed in
high-activity areas.
Often rodent signs
such as fecal pellets identify these
areas.
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Figure 10-4. A "mouse-eye" view of a snap trap with an expanded trigger.

4. Handle all traps with gloves. Human odours on
traps are not likely to deter most rodents as our
odours are usually present on the various objects
rodents investigate and consume. Moreover, the
odours associated with human touch only last for
about three hours. However, for personal hygiene
and biohazard awareness, disposable gloves should
always be worn when installing or recovering any
animal traps.
5. Monitor activity. To monitor for trapping program success in large programs, talcum powder
patches can be used to monitor for any remaining
rodents.

In each section of high mouse activity, a variety of
baits should be available (i.e., instead of the north
wall containing all the meat baits, the south wall,
the peanut butter baits, etc.).
7. Secure piece-meal baits. If a particular rodent
population responds to piece-style baits (meats,
crackers, candy pieces, etc.), tying the bait securely
to the trigger (use dental floss) will prevent the rodent from licking or nibbling the bait and stealing
without setting off the trigger. For baits that cannot
be tied (e.g., peanut butter), it is best to use small
amounts.

8. For large jobs involving severe infestations - uti6. Offer multiple bait choices. For initials involving lising the trap models that can be easily and quickly
many rodents, different types of baits should be
set will save time and hassles for the professional
used. Some individuals in a rodent populations may servicing the account.
be foraging at any time for different types of food 9. In situations where contamination is not a probthan the other members of the rodent population.
lem - traps can be reused after captures. Odours
Therefore, it pays to divide the traps up and bait
from previous odours will not repel mice and are
some percentage with meats (e.g., thin slices of hot sometimes more attractive to rodents.
dog, bacon bits, etc.), some with peanut butter
smudges, vanilla oil extract, gumdrops, and nesting 10. For trap retrieval efforts involving large numbers of traps - a string mop can be used by simply
material (e.g., dental floss). For example, it is a
mopping over the areas containing the set traps.
good strategy to use nuts in a meat packing estabThe strings of the dry mop will set off the traps and
lishment and meat in a flour mill, so the rodents
they will stick to the strings, facilitating a quick reare offered a food that is not otherwise available.
trieval.
A bait that matches what the rodents are currently
feeding on. should also be used (e.g., snack foods
such as potato chips or cheese crackers) in an office
complex.
Article continues on page 11
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Those of you with a keen eye will have noticed something not-quite-right
about the Bell Labs bait advert in the previous PMANZ newsletter.
The World Leader in Rodent Control Technology® we may be, but immune
to error, we are not.
Unfortunately, an Australian advert was submitted and published by mistake. You may have recognised some of the products, but not the names, or potentially the names but not the products. In
fact, of the four bait lines Bell Labs supplies into New Zealand, only two are also sold in Australia
(Contrac Blox and Detex Blox).
Ditrac Blox, as you know them in New Zealand are not sold in Australia, but to complicate matters,
Final Blox are – however, in Australia they’re called Ditrac Blox.
For unknown historical reasons, in some instances, Bell Labs uses different names for the same
products, or the same names for different products in different territories. Clear as mud? Good.
With regards to the products discussed above, it’s Australia that’s the odd one (although, perhaps
you could have guessed that). Our 50ppm brodifacoum blocks are known in the US, which is significantly Bell’s largest market, and throughout much of the rest of the world as Final. And Ditrac refers
to our first generation anticoagulant diphacinone block everywhere except for Australia.
Where New Zealand does differ though, is with the colour of Final. Under all of its names globally,
Final is coloured red. Except for New Zealand, where red poison baits of all kinds are illegal. This is
an historical decision based around the knowledge that red is more attractive to native birds, and
that using a different colour dye will limit non-target poisoning. Keep in mind, that this decision was
made for all poison baits – not specifically rodenticides – so there’s no suggestion that native birds
will enter your bait stations!
Whatever the name of the product, you can be sure that with a bait from Bell Labs, The World Leader in Rodent Control Technology® you’re receiving the freshest, highest quality and most dependable products in their category.
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3. Utilize nesting materials for baits in addition to
food baits. Small pieces of thread or cloth that mice
1. Employ program pauses and trap shuffles. Every use for nesting materials may also make good baits
two to three days of trapping in severe infestations, (e.g. dental floss is convenient to use and carry).
the mouse traps should be closed down for a few
Female mice exhibit intensive nest building activity
days. Otherwise, the capture rates drop off drajust prior to the onset of the cold weather and withmatically even though there are typically many mice in a day or two of birthing a new litter. Nesting mastill active. Pausing the trapping program helps ac- terial will not spoil, nor will it be consumed by ants.
celerate the capture rate upon restart. When the
With nesting materials, it may be helpful to place a
trapping program resumes, the traps should now be piece of the selected material on the ground next to
shuffled into different positions up, down, or side- both sides of the trap.
ways 5-10ft/1.5-3.5m away from the original positions. Ensuring that each shuffle results in a differ- 4. Install un-baited runway traps using expanded
trigger traps in addition to baited traps. With exent baited trap in that location improves control.
panded trigger traps, rodents can be trapped with2. Utilize trap models with expanded triggers. In
out using bait by positioning the trigger next to the
field trials using large numbers of traps against se- wall where the rodents kinaesthetically run. (See
vere infestations of mice, the expanded trigger
glue trap discussion later in this chapter.) Allow one
traps produced higher capture rates as compared to or two inches of space between the wall (or other
the non-expanded trigger models. (Figure 10-4, pg. surface) and the snap trap.
125, and see story, "Of Mice and Mousetraps," pg.
126.)

Specific Mice Trapping Techniques:

Don’t forget to register for the conference to receive your free copy of Bobby Corrigan’s book.
We have 150 to give away
So don’t be disappointed, register now!
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Did you know – Rat anatomy?
Gavin Wilson, Technical and Marketing Manager
Australia and New Zealand, Liphatech
Roof rat (Rattus rattus) is the most widespread species in New Zealand. It has got excellent climbing
ability and is known to establish colonies in heightened structures via tree branches, electrical wires,
plumbing systems and elevator cables.

tating membrane. Rats’ eyesight is poor and they
will only be able to recognize objects from distance
under 15m but will see motion from 10m away.
They are colour-blind but can perceive different
shades of colour.

Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus) is larger and heavier than the roof rat. It prefers burrowing and will
establish its colony generally on the ground. It is an
excellent swimmer and while not as agile as roof
rats it can travel upward by climbing on walls and
other structures.

Rats’ ears collect sound waves from the ultrasonic
range. They can also emit ultrasonic sounds to communicate or assess their environment (locating objects and negotiate obstacles).

The head:
Rats possess two incisors and six molars in the upper jaw and same in the lower jaw. Incisors are constantly growing at about 0.4mm per day and are
kept sharp by constantly gnawing on hard materials.
Rats have a secondary odour detection organ called
vomeronasal organ(VNO). VNO is located on the
floor of the nasal cavity with a narrow opening inside the nostrils. When rats sniff and lick, molecules
adhere to the moist nose and dissolve. VNO contains olfactory receptors involved in the detection
of pheromones and chemicals found in urine and
other secretions. It plays a role in social hierarchy,
mate attraction, aggression, copulation and parental care.

Vibrissae are hairs with a sensory function. Located
at the front of the head around the nose, cheeks,
lower jaws, chin and eyes they helped with collecting minor stimuli.

The body:
Hairs are covering the rat’s body and insulate body
heat, protect the skin from moisture and parasites.
Colour acts as a camouflage and may vary between
regions for a same species.
Rats have five “fingers”, the forelimbs can hold and
grasp while the lower limbs give support for running, jumping and climbing. Rats are quadrupeds
and walk on their toes.
The tail:

Norway rats’ tail length is about the size of their
body and head combined. Roof rats’ tail on the othUrine markings are a way of communication within er hand is longer. The tail helps with balance when
the colony. It contains clues such as reproductive
travelling on thin surface (electrical wires, etc.) and
status, sexual maturity, reproductive status, individ- with leverage when climbing.
ual recognition and social status.
Because rats don’t sweat, the tail plays a role in regOdours are essential to newborn and young animals ulating body temperature by constricting or expandas they will congregate towards familiar smell which ing blood vessels.
will influence food preference and diet.
Article continues on next page
Rats’ eyes have a transparent third lid called nicti12

Liphatech have a range of innovative rodent control products to suit all situations with four rodenticide products available in New Zealand in Generation Block, First Strike Soft Bait, Maki Block, Maki
Wrapped and the Aegis range of rat and mice stations and traps.
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Tiny pests in and around the home
When people think of house pests, it’s usually mice or cockroaches. We often overlook
the tiny insects which may be living in
homes and eating your client’s clothes, furniture, books and even the house itself.
CLOTHES MOTHS AND HOUSE MOTHS
The moths which live in houses and
attack and damage clothes and carpets are all small and relatively inconspicuous compared to the larger moths we may see attracted to
lights in the evening. It is essential
to be able to identify which species
your client has, as they have different habits and food preferences. Adult moths can fly
into buildings through windows or open doors, and
some moths can also live in birds’ nests.
Dead animals, such as birds and mice, may also provide
a source of food and support a moth infestation. The
adult moths do not feed and therefore cause no damage; it is the grub-like larvae which hatch from the eggs
which feed and damage our clothes and other items.
One generation takes a year typically to complete the
life cycle but, with webbing clothes moths, development can be more rapid if they are warm and undisturbed.

A moth egg hidden in material fibres.
The pelleted excreta, or frass, produced by the larvae of
moths is frequently mistaken for moth eggs. However,
frass pellets are hard and opaque whereas moth eggs
are very small and translucent and vulnerable to physical damage. Contrary to popular opinion, clothes moth
eggs will not remain dormant in textiles and then hatch
many months later. Damage is more concentrated in
dark, undisturbed areas, for example: wool carpet under heavy furniture, crevices and creases, behind lapels,
in pockets or where carpets or textiles are folded. Clean
cotton materials are generally not attacked.
TOP TIP
Adult moths are easy to kill with pyrethroid sprays, but
larvae hidden in textiles are very difficult to control with
insecticides. Clothes can be bagged and frozen for 2
weeks at -20°C to kill everything.
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SILVERFISH AND BOOKLICE
Many insects live in damp
outdoor environments and
if you disturb leaf litter or
compost and look under
stones or bark you will often
see small creatures scurrying away.
A few, such as silverfish,
fungus beetles and booklice, are also able to survive
indoors with humans, but only if the conditions give
them enough moisture. This means that when you find
them in your house it may be a warning that you have
damp issues.
Silverfish are general scavengers and feed on starch,
animal glue, surface organic material and microscopic
moulds on paper. The most common species, Lepisma
saccharina, will damage wallpaper, books, labels and
photographs. Damage is caused by the insect scraping
the surface causing eroded areas of thinned and weakened paper which eventually will break through to
make holes. They are useful indicators of damp problems, and if found in numbers in an apparently dry
room, it is likely that there are high humidity microenvironments nearby. For example, they are frequently
found in kitchens and bathrooms and live happily in the
damper areas behind skirting boards, under vinyl and
lino floor coverings and underneath sealed-in baths.

then emerge from gaps around doors and light fittings.
Although they will eventually die out, this may take
some years and treatment is very difficult.
Pyrethroid sprays will knock down adults if the problem
is severe, but you also need to treat cavities and dead
spaces with a desiccant dust.

CARPET BEETLES
There are two main types of
carpet beetles: the small,
round, ladybird-like varied
black two-spot carpet beetle
Attagenus pellio, also known as
the fur beetle.
The natural home of carpet
beetles is bird and animal nests and dead animals. The
adult beetles fly, and the females lay eggs in or near the
food source. The larvae are very small when hey first
hatch but grow quickly when there is a good food supply. They are hairy (hence the name woolly bears) and
will eat almost anything made of animal protein. Particular favourites are fur, wool and feathers, but they will
also eat horn and tortoiseshell. As they grow, they
moult and shed their skins which often remain stuck to
the material they are eating.
TOP TIP

Adult carpet beetles are often found on windowsills as
they are attracted to light. Find out if an infestation is
TOP TIP
active and where the insects are living by inspection or
using insect traps. Make sure the cleaning and houseThe common booklouse Liposcelis bostrychophila is
keeping is targeting where the insects are living. Isolate
often found in small numbers in heated buildings. The
adults are wingless and very small, less than 1mm. They any infested objects and kill insects in clothing using
feed on organic material and microscopic moulds on a bagging and freezing. Only use insecticides if you are
sure that the treatment will target the pest.
range of substrates including flour, paper and cardboard. Although direct damage may not be so serious as
caused by silverfish, large numbers of booklice will
graze the surface of books and papers. To make things
worse, squashed booklouse bodies will stain paper and
may encourage moulds.

There have been a number of problems with booklice
appearing in very large numbers in new or recently refurbished houses. The source has been traced to straw
board used in walls and partitions. The straw used in
the board may contain enough residual fungal growth
to feed booklice and allow them to breed rapidly and

Carpet beetle damage.
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Rain on
mosquitoes’ parade

Aqua-K-Othrine is an internationally proven and
recognised adulticide space-spray featuring the
unique anti-evaporant system called FFAST™.
Aqua-K-Othrine is designed for dilution with water
and can be applied through thermal fogging, ULV
or misting equipment. The use of Aqua-K-Othrine
reduces reliance on hydrocarbon solvents and
the application of pollutants into the environment
compared to traditional oil-diluted sprays.
Technical Enquiries: 1800 804 479
www.environmentalscience.bayer.com.au

Always use products according to the label. Aqua-K-Othrine is a Registered Trademark of Bayer © 2014.

BAY0076 Aqua-K-Othrine.indd 1
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News Bite

California moves towards rodenticide ban

April 23 2019
Reported by the British Pest
Control Association

Legislation to ban certain rodenticides in California,
USA is now heading to the Assembly Appropriations
Committee for approval.
If approved, Bill AB 1788 would:
•

Ban second-generation anticoagulant rodenticides (SGARs) for use in California.

May 6, 2019
Reported by
PRNewswire

SenesTech Inc. a developer of proprietary technologies for managing animal pest populations through
fertility control, announcesthat California's AB1788,
which will ban the use of Second Generation Anticoagulant Rodenticides (SGARs), has been passed
by the State Assembly.

"With this, California has moved a step closer to the
creation of the California Ecosystems Protection
• Ban first-generation anticoagulant rodenticides
Act of 2019 which will prohibit the use of the four
(FGARs) on state-owned property.
major Second Generation Anticoagulant RodentiAccording to the National Pest Management Asso- cides (SGARs) commonly used in rodent pest conciation (NPMA), the Bill doesn’t include an exemp- trol. The next steps for this bill is to go to
tion for the use of rodenticides even during a public the California Senate for approval and ultimately to
health emergency.
Governor Newsom for signature. As this process
If passed, California would be the first state in the moves forward SenesTech continues to prepare to
USA to impose an all-out ban of these products.
serve the wildlife, citizens and environment of CaliThe proposed rodenticide ban has long been in the fornia.
works and follows California’s precedent of introFor more information follow the link below:
ducing the strictest environmental legislation of any
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/california-billstate.
Following the announcement, the NPMA and the
Pest Control Operators of California (PCOC) have
raised objections, arguing banning SGARs would
adversely affect public health.

ab1788-to-ban-sgar-rodenticides-clears-assembly300844746.html

May 6, 2019

Jake Plevelich, the NPMA’s director of Public Policy,
said:
“The NPMA and PCOC will continue to work together to oppose AB 1788, which would limit the ability
of pest management professionals (PMPs) to pro- Reported by
tect the citizens of California from disease and de- Bill Regulating Super-Toxic Rodenticides Advances
struction attributed to rats and mice
Out Of California Assembly
If passed, California will become first state to ban second gen“Since the launch of our grassroots campaign opposing AB 1788, over 2,800 messages were sent to eration anticoagulant rodenticides
California lawmakers, in addition to the numerous Read more:
phone calls made.”
https://aldf.org/article/bill-regulating-super-toxicSource
https://bpca.org.uk/News-and-Blog/california-moves-towards rodenticides-advances-out-of-california-assembly/
-rodenticide-ban/225612

The bill now moves to the California Senate
for consideration. (Ed)
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NEW ZEALAND NEWS

Why public buy-in is critical to NZ's great pest wipe-out

New Zealand's bid to rid itself of pest
predators could hit a wall if worries from
the public are ignored, finds a major report launched today.

preventable disasters.
"Biodiversity can mean different things to different
people or groups," panel co-convenor Associate Professor James Russell said.

The Predator Free 2050 effort aims to clear all rats, "Different people or groups can then be at odds
stoats and possums from the mainland by the middle about how to maintain biodiversity."
of the century – and scientists have acknowledged
that conventional measures alone won't be enough. For example, he said, not all Kiwis wanted any certain introduced species gone – even when it hurt our
One recent scientific review found that saving our
native wildlife.
under-pressure nature couldn't be done without rolling operations out over wider areas, finding new and "One example is deer hunting – an important culturpotentially controversial scientific solutions – and
al and economic activity in many rural communities,
gaining public backing.
despite the damage that deer cause in forested areas."
Now, another report authored by an expert panel
It highlighted that collective, national-scale action
has mapped out the social, ethical and cultural issues was needed – along with widespread social acthat will need to be tackled, finding that winning the ceptance about what methods would be included.
war on pests was as much about people as it was
technology.
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?
c_id=1&objectid=12232350

Further, it found how failing to properly plan could
result in lost conservation opportunities – and even
18

Predator Free 2050:
New call to discuss gene technology in war on pests
The ship rat has been linked to at least four different
invasion events in the North and South Island, and on
offshore islands like Great Barrier Island and Stewart
Island. Photo / File

risks and rewards of using or investigating these tools,
the sooner we'll know whether they are a useful tool or
not," he said.
"At the moment, we simply don't know, because we've
had this 15-year absence of research on it since Corngate – so we've been left behind in the world and
we've got to catch up, if we are going to use it."
Strict regulations under the HSNO Act have tightly controlled the use of GMOs in New Zealand since 2003.
While the review singled out some genetic techniques,
its lead author, Associate Professor Elaine Murphy, said
what appeared the most promising ones today might
not be so a decade or two from now.
Murphy, a predator ecologist with the Department of
Conservation and Lincoln University, added scientists
also still had much to learn about the genetic make-up
of the pests being targeted.

A conservation heavyweight says it's time New
Zealanders talked about controversial new tech"There are things that we can be doing now that can
nology likely needed to help win our war on pests. help us, but I don't think we should be going boots and
A new scientific review has found current approaches
wouldn't be enough to reach the country's goal of
clearing all rats, stoats and possums from the mainland
by 2050.
To save our under-pressure native biodiversity, big
challenges lay ahead: notably rolling out operations
over wider areas, getting public backing, and finding
scientific solutions to turn the tide.

all into gene drives now."

Before these could be put into practice, the review
found, there were big technical challenges to overcome
– along with "significant social, ethical and regulatory
hurdles".

phasised that if wider issues like regulatory barriers
and social acceptance couldn't be addressed, New Zealand wouldn't be able to meaningfully progress toward
its 2050 goal.

Predator Free 2050 chairman Sir Rob Fenwick felt it
was important that the public nonetheless talked
about them.

"The regulatory environment is particularly important
as it is often overlooked and sometimes out of date,"
he said.

The review found the ability to effectively reverse some
of the new technologies could be critical to gaining
public acceptance - not to mention stopping them from
wiping out species in other countries where they weren't considered pests.

Another of the review's authors, Associate Professor
James Russell, felt New Zealand shouldn't just pursue
That included contentious genetic technology that
could knock down populations by boosting the chance breakthrough technologies, but also improve and exof certain genes being inherited, or by "silencing" gene pand current measures.
sequences unique to particular pest species.
The University of Auckland conservation biologist em-

"The sooner we have the public conversation about the Article continues on next page
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While National has proposed updating restrictions if
elected to government, Environment Minister David
Parker's office has confirmed there are no plans for a
reform.
NZ's rat invasions revealed
Meanwhile, another new study, led by Russell, has revealed for the first time the invasive history of New Zealand's two most common species of rat.
The University of Auckland researchers drew on population genetics methods to find out how the ship rat and
Norway rat had invaded the country.
Pest predators, such as possums like this one, are
blamed for killing 25 million native birds each year.
Photo / File

The findings revealed this hadn't just happened through
population booms since their introduction aboard
settlers' ships, but also through arrivals that continued
well into the 20th century.

"The regulatory environment is particularly important as The researchers found widespread genetic diversity
it is often overlooked and sometimes out of date," he
among the most common species, the ship rat, with at
said.
least four different invasions in the North and South Is"Our Wildilfe Act desperately requires updating to be fit land and on offshore islands like Great Barrier Island and
Stewart Island.
for purpose in the 21st century, while rules around the

use of pest control tools must strike the right balance
between efficiency, welfare and safety."

Each new invasion was trackable through new genes being introduced into the gene pool.

The review comes after National criticised Conservation
Minister Eugenie Sage for sending Predator Free 2050 a
letter in which she ruled out investing in research into
genetically modified organisms and technologies.

The Norway rat was found to have a more limited diversity, with two main invasions across New Zealand – one
on the North Island and offshore islands, and the other
on the South Island, potentially with both English and
She told the Herald she wanted the government-created Chinese origins.
company to focus on existing measures like traps, toxins, "The genetics show how quickly rats would have overrun
lures and landscape-scale approach, adding there was no New Zealand when they arrived, and eaten their way
"silver bullet" genetic approach ready to be used.
through our bird and reptile populations," Russell said.
"In the context of gene drives and other gene editing
technologies, I am aware that researchers believe they
could potentially be useful for the eradication of pests in
New Zealand, but a great deal of research and understanding, as well as public acceptance, is required before
such technologies could be implemented."
Any future research on genetic technologies would require full regulatory approval, she said.

"Using these results, today we can trace new arrivals of
rats across New Zealand which will be critical if we are
serious about reaching our goal of being predator free
by 2050."
As both common rat species quickly established and rapidly spread by the 19th century, they displaced the kiore
or Pacific rat introduced by Polynesian settlers in the late
13th century.

Royal Society Te Apārangi has begun to explore some of
the social, cultural, legal and economic implications of
gene editing in New Zealand, through panel discussions
and discussion documents.

Eventually, the kiore rat became restricted to remote
parts of both main islands and a few offshore islands.

"This kind of engagement is useful to begin to understand some of the issues involved," Sage said.

By: Jamie Morton
Science Reporter, NZ Herald

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?
c_id=1&objectid=12210937
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DoC: Forest 'mega-mast' may spell local extinctions
Orange fronted parakeets
are among the native species most threatened by this
year's "mega mast".
Photo / File

Conservation managers are bracing for the biggest seeding event in New Zealand's forests for
more than 40 years. Forest seeding, or
masting, provides a bonanza of food for native
species but also fuels rodent and stoat
plagues. The Department of Conservation
(DoC) is now planning its biggest ever predator
control programme, at a cost of $38 million.
It will target rats, stoats and possums over about
one million hectares or 12 per cent of conservation
land. Priority sites include Kahurangi, Abel Tasman,
Arthur's Pass, Westland, Mt Aspiring and Fiordland
national parks, the Catlins and Whirinaki.

The climate drivers behind these events seem to be the
difference between two summers.
In this case, the difference was much larger than normal
and this sends a bigger signal to the trees to seed.
Because we haven't got any records of how large mast
events are, other than what's been collected in the last
few years, all we can do is look at the climate data and
extrapolate what we think happened over a period going all the way back to the mid-70s.

And we've never had a signal as big as this, so I think it
will be the most significant and widespread mast in 45
years.

In these events, down in Fiordland you can get parakeets feeding during the winter when they wouldn't norMore than 66,000ha will be covered with trapping – mally, which means you get a lot of them.

and the rest with aerial 1080 poison drops.

It would have been the same once for a whole lot of

Herald Science reporter Jamie Morton spoke to DoC species that eat seeds, kaka and kea among them, as
well as insectivorous birds like robins and tomtits which
principal science advisor Dr Graeme Elliott about
benefit from all of the insects that are also turning up.
the challenge.

This event is being described as a mega-mast. How So in prehistoric times, it would have been a boon for
everybody.
do you define one?
A mast is when trees like beech trees seed, and a megamast is one where this seeding is widespread across the Article continues on next page
country.
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And now that blessing has become a curse.

Yes, exactly. But the picture is kind of complicated.

ing a good year - although they shouldn't slide too far backwards.

At sites where we haven't been doing anything – and that's
While lowland forests aren't masting so much any more, and
so tend to have a reasonable supply of seed all year round, the most of the country – they will take a pasting.
forests in upland areas mast and have these great spikes of
So we can expect to see some local extinctions of some things
seed.
at some places because of the mast.
In a funny kind of way, a lot of species have fared better in
those areas in the uplands, because the numbers of rats and
stoats aren't continuously high – they're just high during these
spikes.
So how has DoC been preparing for this one?
We've had a kind of staged approach over the last few years.
With the climate triggers that we could see, going back to last
March, we knew then that it was likely to happen, so we started planning for it.
But we had to wait for the next real stage before we could be
sure – and that was when the beech trees began flowering.
We were getting reports from people all over New Zealand last
spring, which really told us it was going to be a bad year.
We had another kind of heads-up in February, when we flew
around the country to take samples of the seeds just as they
started falling.

Beech forest seeding, or masting, provides a bonanza of
food for native species but also fuels rodent and stoat
plagues. Photo / File

By doing that we can actually get a measure of the intensity of
the seed fall; in this case, the climate predictions were all true,
What particular species are we talking about here?
and yes, it was clear it was a whopper.

Beech forest seeding, or masting, provides a bonanza of food The most obvious species that will be affected are orange
for native species but also fuels rodent and stoat plagues. Pho- fronted parakeet, which live in the valleys in north Canterbury,
and are incredibly rare and susceptible to this type of thing.
to / File
This must be quite worrying to conservation managers who
are personally invested in these ecosystems about to be hit.
For anyone with any kind of interest in forest wildlife, this is a
worry, yeah.
We can look after some of the wildlife in our forests but we're
not going to be able to do the whole lot – and we accept that
we're going to take a bit of a hit this year.
Does that mean some of the gains we've made over the last
decade or so will be undone?
Well, yes and no.
We've had this notion that we can't look after everything, so
we look at some representative spots around the country –
and these will be up for getting some predator control this
summer.
But we imagine that most sites we have been looking after for
a while, even with a lot of pest control, aren't going to be hav-

They are a top priority for all of the pest control that is going
on over the next few months and they will be well looked
after.
Next down the rank are mohua, or yellowheads, in the South
Island.
They are looked after at intensively managed sites and most of
them will be okay, but there are some areas they're in that
haven't been prioritised highly enough and won't be getting
any special protection this year.
It's a similar story for long and short-tailed bats and rock
wrens.

Read more—follow the link:
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?
c_id=1&objectid=12222071
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Retailers see increased demand for pest control products
Pest control products are flying off the shelves in hardware stores as an influx
of critters coincides with a 'mega mast' in our forests to fuel an infestation.
Department of Conservation principal science advisor Dr Graeme Elliott said
households were typically plagued with more rats and mice around this time
of year, as temperatures started to drop.
"There's a thing that happens with rats and mice every autumn - they make a
bit of a bolt for the houses no matter where you are."
This year, Elliott said, this occurrence coincided with a 'mega-mast' in our forests. A mast is when trees like the beech tree seed, a mega-mast is when this
seeding is heavy and widespread across the country.
Rats and mice would come out in force in spots close to forest areas, to feed on an abundance of seed lying on
the ground.
"For residential people it's not going to have much impact at all, unless you're someone who lives actually in the
forest," Elliott said. This occurrence would, however, likely impact people living in rural areas. Elliot said heaviness of a mast was largely dictated by climate.
Hardware store Mitre 10 was experiencing a seasonal rise in sales of pest control products, as New Zealanders
worked to keep their homes free of mice and rats.
Read more at https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12223663
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Rapid Solutions conference
Bigger and better in 2019
Rapid Solutions has announced details
about its 2019 conference for pest managers and building inspectors.

portunities that have been designed for all levels of
investment and exposure for your business.

Under the new name of EduCON, the 2019 conference will once again bring together about 500 industry experts, business owners and operators,
suppliers and supporters from New Zealand and
Australia at RACV Royal Pines on the Gold Coast,
Australia from 8 to 11 August 2019.

“Rapid Solutions has also reviewed the partnership
and sponsorship schedule to now offer a larger
range of affordable and accessible ways to be involved with the event, promote your services to
others and engage with the building and pest inspection sector,” she said.

Rapid Solutions CEO, Belinda Smith, said that
conference was unique in the Asia Pacific region.

Visit rapidsolutions.com.au/eduCON

“EduCON provides the pest management and
email support@rapidsolutions.com.au or
building industry with an exceptional opportunity to
call 0061 1300 309 169 to find out more.
connect and learn through interactive sessions, a
trade exhibit and social program,” she said.
‘Rapid Solutions holds the conference every second year as a way of providing delegates and
those who support the pest management and
building inspection sectors with a program that includes formal workshops and presentations along
with informal ways to connect with industry representatives,” she said.
In 2019, EduCON will also feature a larger exhibition that will include a mix of technical and professional service suppliers.

About: Rapid Solutions is a leader in providing tailored insurance solutions for the pest management, building inspection, agricultural pest and
weed control sectors. It also provides technical advice and industry recognised training solutions for
this sector. The company supports a client base of
more than 2,000 customers across Australia and
New Zealand.
Links

Earlybird registrations open in March for delegates http://www.rapidsolutions.com.au/educon
who wish to take advantage of the savings availahttps://www.facebook.com/rapidsolutionsAU/
ble.
Expressions of interest are also now being taken
on a new range of sponsorship and exhibition op-

https://www.linkedin.com/company/rapidsolutionsau/
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Technical Hints - Know your Ants
PAVEMENT (FORCEPS) ANT/FLAT-BACKED TYRANT ANTS
Iridomyrmex sp.
Found in some areas of the North Island; named because nests are commonly located in pavement cracks
Length about 2 mm; antennae 12segmented; mandibles with 7 teeth;
the single petiolar node is in the form
of a narrow, vertical scale; colour uniformly brown, apart from the gaster,
which is darker.
Nests inside in walls, insulation and under floors
and slabs near heat sources during winter.
Can invade kitchens where it shows a liking for
"sweet and savory foods."
Ant rapidly and erratically moving on pavements
and areas of bare ground in summer, when ants
swarming out of the nest. Swarmers appear outside in January and February but can emerge anytime inside; workers bite only when provoked.
The vast majority of collections are from Auckland
City and its surrounds (including offshore islands),
where it has become a conspicuous member of the
ant fauna. This species is also present in Northland,
Coromandel, Waikato, Bay of Plenty, Hawke's Bay
and Nelson City.

Aucklanders often complain that, "its habit of
nesting under paving stones displaces quite a large
amount of sand, and eventually makes the stones
uneven and dangerous." Small mounds of excavated soil or sand mark the location of nest entrances.
Most species of the genus are general scavengers,
and this species appears to be no exception - its
habit of invading kitchens where it shows a liking
for "sweet and savoury foods." She also observes
that workers have been known to bite humans on
occasions.
In the field it can readily be distinguished from other ants in New Zealand because of its rapid gait
(workers have long legs) and zigzag trailing over
the substrate.

Likely of nuisance value as it is a highly visible, rapidly moving ant on pavements and areas of bare
ground. In summer, ants swarming out of the nest
They are highly abundant and aggressive ants.
may cause concern. Can enter buildings in search
Workers are commonly seen in New Zealand foragof food, but not as common an occurrence as with
ing on pavements and areas of bare ground, and
some other species. Bites people occasionally.
entering and exiting their nests below.
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